This paper investigates the implementation of video servers employing multi-zone disks. A multizone disk consists of a set of concentric disk zones with non-uniform storage capacities and data transfer rates. Superimposing a customized region layout on the top of such a disk is essential for facilitating the video server design and improving the disk resource utilization. This paper develops theories concerning the optimal region layouts for implementing the region-based data placement. Based on them, two efficient region layout algorithms are proposed, namely, the free-π scheme and fixed-π scheme. The former can achieve better resource utilization than the latter, but the latter requires a simpler timing control than the former. Extension of the fixed-π scheme to perform the disk striping in a disk array platform is also investigated. A spiral synchronization scheme is proposed to improve the system scalability by alleviating the disk bus congestion problem, caused by variable data transfer rates from individual disks. The analytical results reveal that the proposed schemes can effectively customize region layouts to achieve 85-99% resource utilization. By considering the region layout together with other design factors, an efficient configuration strategy is proposed for building a cost-effective server subject to the performance requirements of a target application.
INTRODUCTION
With continuous progress in multimedia technologies, videos are now in widespread use in various applications, such as Video-On-Demand, News-On-Demand, digital library, distant education/training, tele-diagnosis etc. A video, even after compression, usually takes up a significant amount of storage space and playback bandwidth (e.g. a 100-min movie, compressed by the MPEG-1 scheme, requires 1.5-Mbps playback bandwidth and 1.1 GB storage space). Therefore, in these applications, video servers equipped with high throughput and large storage volume are necessary for archiving a large video collection and delivering videos (in terms of streams) to a large group of remote users through networks on a demand basis. The utilization of hard disk drives as video servers continues to be one of the most costeffective solutions [1] . Nowadays, hard disk drives with tens of GB storage and tens of Mbps data transfer rate are very popular. A disk array, employing the disk-striping techniques, can achieve even higher storage and bandwidth [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] .
In order to unleash fully the disk resources for storing and delivering videos, some overheads involved in the disk retrieval need to be properly treated. Basically, a retrieval operation involves three steps in sequence [7] : seeking (moving the disk head from the current track to the target track), rotation (waiting for the initial sector of the target data passing by the disk head) and transmission (reading data blocks at the data transfer rate). If the data blocks are arbitrarily placed and requests are served on a firstcome-first-serve basis, the effort for locating the data place (the first two steps) may cost a time period in the order of 10 ms. Such long data-locating time degrades the disk efficiency and imposes a tight constraint on the disk throughput that is available for supporting the deterministic streaming service (i.e. without data loss or deadline miss). A large number of alternative methods have been proposed to reduce the seeking and rotating overheads by enforcing specific disk head scheduling [8, 9, 10] and/or data placement [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] policies at a cost of extra buffering and compromised random accessibility (longer startup delay). Most of them assume that a disk has a constant data transfer rate. However, this assumption becomes obsolete for most modern disks, which essentially transfer data at several different rates. This is because in order to increase storage capacity, disk manufacturers usually divide tracks on a disk platter into several groups. Each group forms a circular area, termed disk zone. The tracks located in the outer disk zones with larger circumference are carved into more sectors to store more data blocks than in the inner zones. As a result, as the disk platter rotates at a fixed angular velocity, the disk head will experience stepwise descending data transfer rate (bandwidth) as it proceeds from the outer disk zones toward the inner disk zones. Such a disk is called a multi-zone disk [7] . Figure 1 illustrates such behavior by showing the bandwidth as a function of the disk head's location, namely B-function, measured from a Seagate 32155W. (Here, the location is referred to as the data address in the disk.) Each step corresponds to a disk zone, and the step width means the storage capacity in a disk zone. An as-yet-unsolved issue is how to take full advantage of this unique property of multizone disks in designing video servers to leverage the system performance. This is the main focus of this paper. Utilization of multi-zone disks for video servers has been investigated in a couple of previous works [16, 17, 18, 19] . Tse and Leung [18] proposed a mathematical model for multi-zone disks. Ghandeharizadeh et al. [16] , Tewari et al. [19] , Chen and Thapar [17] and Kim et al. [20] investigated the data placement strategies in multi-zone disks by considering the popularity of videos. In principle, those frequently accessed video blocks should be placed in high bandwidth disk zones to reduce seek-time. The optimization performed by these schemes is normally based on the knowledge of the characteristics of participating videos (e.g. size, bandwidth and access distribution or frequency). However, in some cases, this information may be either unavailable at the system set-up time or often changed with time. So the optimization has to be repeated frequently in order to tune the performance. Also the irregular data placement pattern might call for a cumbersome location bookkeeping task and make implementation and management very expensive. Finally, these schemes usually take a probabilistic model of disk access, which is inadequate for supporting a deterministic video streaming service.
Other works dealt with placing variable-bit-rate (VBR) videos on one or more multi-zone disks [21, 22, 23, 24] . Kang and Yeom [22, 23] and Wang et al. [24] focused on the deterministic streaming service and studied a case in which videos are segmented into constant-time-length data blocks, each of which is assigned to a disk zone according to its size with the objective of maximizing the bandwidth utilization. However, such data placement policies do not help reduce seeking and rotation overheads, so the disk-deficiency problem remains unsolved. Also cumbersome management tasks are required for bookkeeping each data block's size and location. Nerjes et al. [21] studied a statistical service model also based on the constant-timelength-data-block assumption, but employing random data placement in each disk.
Shim et al. [25] intended to alleviate the bandwidth variability problem by taking complementary actions in two identical disks. That is, if the disk head of a disk is positioned at track k, the disk head of the other disk is positioned at M − k, where M is the total number of tracks. However, the size of the pair-wise tracks may still differ dramatically, so the aggregate bandwidth is still variable.
Region-based data placement is an important technique that has been investigated in several previous works for supporting the deterministic streaming service [12, 13, 15, 26] . Basically, a disk is laid out into several regions, and a video is segmented into data blocks that are then placed into the regions according to a regular pattern (i.e. round-robin or zig-zag). All streams are served in rounds. In each round, the disk head retrieves one data block for each stream from the same region so that most of the seeking overhead is localized within a region. (A detailed operation for this will be given in Section 2.) Such data-placement simplicity is particularly attractive in regard to practical implementation.
However, in multi-zone disks bandwidth and storage capacity are different from disk zone to disk zone, so the region layout plays an important role concerning the impact of disk resource utilization. The works done by Ghandeharizadeh et al. [13] , [12] and Bocheck et al. [15] assumed a disk with a uniform data transfer rate. This model however imposes an over-conservative constraint on the resource utilization of multi-zone disks. Ghandeharizadeh et al. [26] further investigated the region layout accounting for the characteristics of multi-zone disks. A region may cover one or several disk zones and the bandwidth guarantee should not exceed the minimum bandwidth of those disk zones overlapping the region. Some disk zones may be forced to utilize the bandwidth (storage) lower than their physical limits. It has been pointed out that the region layout is one of the most important factors impacting disk resource utilization. Also the disk zones defined by manufacturers have a bias distribution in bandwidth and storage, which could be ill-suited for utilization as default regions under some implementations (e.g. constant-roundlength or fixed-data-block-size). Therefore they proposed a configuration plan by applying disk-zone merge, split and elimination to find the best region layout with the objective of maximizing bandwidth or storage utilization subject to the performance requirements of applications. However, the bandwidth utilization model they formulated is more suitable for characterizing the random data access rather than the scan access used in region-based data placement, and the exhaustion-based approach proposed by them is rather primitive and computationally expensive. Although some heuristics were also proposed to reduce computational complexity, unfortunately, the properties concerning the region-layout optimality were not thoroughly studied. Tsao et al. [27] proposed a simple region-layout scheme, which divides a multi-zone disk into regions that each have the same number of tracks, but this may cause the resource utilization to be less than optimal.
In this paper, we formulated the region-layout problem for implementing the region-based data placement in multi-zone disks. Some important theories concerning the region layout optimality were derived, in terms of supporting the regionbased data placement. Based on these theories, two efficient algorithms of constructing region layouts for two different styles of implementations were proposed. These are the free-π and fixed-π schemes, where π refers to the bandwidthto-storage ratios of a region. The region layout found by the free-π scheme has been proven to be sub-optimal given 100% storage utilization, but it resorts to complicated (variableround-length and variable-block-size) implementation. On the other hand, the one found by the fixed-π scheme is less optimal, but it resorts to simpler (fixed-round-length) implementation. We further studied the issues related to the implementation of the disk striping over an array of multizone disks. Variable bandwidths from individual disks may cause severe traffic jitter in a disk bus, which in turn hinder the system scalability. For smoothing out such traffic jitter, we devised a spiral synchronization scheme for all disks to synchronize their region access. Through conducting a series of numerical analyses, we observed that our free-π and fixed-π schemes can achieve superior bandwidth utilization (85-99%) compared with other schemes and hence improve the disk throughput. We practiced the spiral synchronization on a prototype disk-array video server and confirmed the improved scalability. We also derived several reference guidelines for configuring a single-disk server, which lead to a cost-effective balance between the system throughput and response time. Based on our guidelines, we then proposed an efficient configuration strategy for constructing a largescaled multi-disk video server subject to the application's performance requirements (e.g. storage capacity, throughput and initial delay).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some background in region-based data placement, followed by formulating the region-layout optimization The physical bandwidth/storage capacity associated with z i C The total disk storage capacity
The round length associated with r i t cycle The disk cycle length rt
The maximum disk rotation time
The data block size used in r i for storing data blocks of video X cbr X The data rate of video stream X st b2b i
The total disk seek time involved in t i st e2e The end-to-end disk seek time π i The ratio of bandwidth to storage capacity associated with r i
The raw data transfer time employing
The bandwidth utilization employing k U c
The storage utilization U Res
The resource utilization
The maximum system throughput (in the number of video streams)
The turn-around delay/smoothing delay problems that we are interested in. Section 3 presents the free-π and fixed-π schemes in detail and discusses their optimality. Section 4 focuses on the issues related to the realization of the disk striping over an array of multi-zone disks. Section 5 evaluates the performance of the proposed schemes and provides the reasoning behind the reference guidelines, after which the video server configuration plan based on the guidelines is then presented. Finally, in Section 6 our conclusions are drawn and some discussion is made concerning other issues not fully covered, yet related to this study. Some of the important symbols used in this paper and their meanings are listed in Table 1 .
OPTIMAL REGION-LAYOUT PROBLEM

Region-based data placement
We first look at the operation of the region-based data placement for supporting concurrent displays of videos. Suppose a disk is partitioned into k concentric circular regions, from the outer to the inner, denoted by 
All data blocks located in r i have the same size, denoted by b X i . The disk head cruises among regions also in a roundrobin manner by staying in r i for a time interval of t i and serving all streams with a round by retrieving one data block for each stream. We refer to t i as the round length associated with r i . When the disk head finishes with r k−1 , it returns to r 0 directly. Let the time period of such return trip be denoted by st e2e . A disk cycle t cycle is then referred to as the time period for a disk head visiting all regions and then looping back to r 0 . Its length equals
Clearly, to avoid any hiccups during video playback, the total data amount retrieved in a disk cycle for each video should be no less than that which may be consumed for playback during that period. That is, ∀X ∈ .
where cbr X means the constant data rate required by a hiccupfree display of video X. Assume in each region that the disk head retrieves data blocks in a single scan. To provide the deterministic streaming service to a set of video streams , the following constraint for t i 's should be satisfied. (4) where B i means the bandwidth of r i , rt is the maximum rotation time and st b2b i is the total seek time involved in retrieving data blocks in r i . In reality, though, the seektime is not a linear function of the travel distance. Initially it has a sharp rise for a short distance, and then grows sublinearly [7] . For simplifying the computation, we take the following linear approximation, which bounds the real seektime function from the top:
where θ 1 and θ 2 are positive real constants and d the distance (the number of cylinders) traveled by the disk head. Hence, st b2b i and st e2e i can be respectively written as:
where α i is the number of cylinders in r i and n c = 0≤i<k α i . Using these seek-time functions, t i in (4) and t cycle in (2) can be rewritten as:
Only a single round-trip scan is involved in a disk cycle, so the seek-time overhead is minimized.
To launch a new video stream, the round length constraint (Equation (7)) has to be satisfied first. The new stream then may experience a startup delay, which basically consists of two parts: the first part, termed the turn-around delay T tr , for the disk head to cruise to the region where the initial data block is located and the second part, termed the smoothing delay T s , for building up some initial backlog (usually at the display site) to avoid hiccup during playback. T tr is related to the data placement scheme in disks; T s is related to the datarate jitters caused by the difference in data block size (b X i ) and the network transmission policy [28] . Each part is associated with a buffer. In general, T tr is much longer than T s . In this paper, we primarily focus on T tr . The longest value of T tr occurs when the disk head has just passed the region storing the initial data block and we have to wait T tr = t cycle for the disk head to loop back. A data block is randomly placed in a region, so it could be available at any time during a round. The associated buffer should have a size of max i {b X i } for accommodating a single data block of any size retrieved in a round.
The number of regions, the data block size, the round length and the disk cycle length are important design factors. All these are closely interrelated. Given a specific disk cycle length, dividing a disk into more regions allows data to be chopped into smaller-sized data blocks. These are retrieved subsequently to save more buffer space, but unfortunately the smaller data block size degrades the disk efficiency, and vice versa. Later, we will see that the number of regions and the way they are laid out also affects the resource utilization in multi-zone disks. In practice, specific performance requirements of applications should also be taken into account, such as expected storage capacity, throughput and maximum startup delay. Therefore, bringing all these concerns together to construct a cost-effective video server becomes a very challenging and complicated task. We will describe a heuristic solution to this design problem in Section 5. For now, let us assume the number of regions k is given and focus on how to optimally lay out k regions in a multi-zone disk.
Problem formulation
Since q X number of data blocks of a video X are stored in k regions in a round-robin manner, the number of data blocks stored in each region equals q X /k, where q X is assumed to be a multiple of k. Let C i be the storage capacity in r i . The storage utilization of r i then equals
It is preferable to enforce the same storage utilization for each region. This suggests
Combining the equality of Equation (3) with Equation (9) gives us a formula for b X i as follows:
Note that (9) and (10) imply that the data block size, depending on each video's data rate, could be different from video to video, but that the data-block-size ratio among regions of any given video is the same as the storage-capacity ratio among regions. Likewise, in order to optimize the disk throughput, we should maintain a balance on the time utilization in each round in a disk cycle. This suggests we should keep the following ratios of the time for transferring a data block among different regions for a video X.
Plugging Equation (10) into Equation (11) gives us
If all disk zones employ the same B i , a simple region layout satisfying Equation (12) can easily be found by dividing the disk into k equal-sized regions. This will then lead to uniform-sized data blocks in all regions. However, in a multi-zone disk, each region may overlap one or more disk zones with different bandwidths. It is desirable to improve the bandwidth utilization by exploiting bandwidth in each region independently. A data block could be stored anywhere in a region. For satisfying the round length constraint (Equation (7)), B i should be no more than the minimum bandwidth of those disk zones overlapping r i . In other words, the data blocks located in those disk zones (overlapping r i ) with bandwidth greater than B i will actually experience a data transfer time shorter than what we estimate (i.e. b X i /B i ). If the region layout is poorly arranged, the real data transfer time could be far less than the estimated value. That means the disk bandwidth is poorly utilized. Therefore, the optimization problem of interest is to find a region layout which minimizes such deficiencies. In terms of our objective, both bandwidth and storage utilizations contribute to the throughput and the hit ratio respectively. They are performance metrics that should be optimized at the same time. However, optimizing one metric may not necessarily lead to the optimization of the other. For instance, abandoning some low-bandwidth disk zones may help us to improve the bandwidth utilization, but it may degrade storage utilization. In order to make the problem more tractable, we have decided to give a higher preference on the storage utilization. This decision is based on the reasoning that the exploitation of the bandwidth utilization makes sense only when enough storage is provided for storing data. We thus make a compromise by choosing the objective of maximizing the bandwidth utilization subject to the assumption of 100% storage utilization. (In Section 5, we will see that even under such a constraint, relatively high bandwidth utilization is usually obtainable if we employ proper region layouts.) We formally define the objective as follows.
Suppose a disk contains m disk zones, from the outer to the inner, denoted by z 0 , z 1 
Given a k , we can derive a B-function, like the ones displayed in Figure 1 . (We omit its derivation here.) Of course no region layout will cause a B-function exceeding the upper bound defined by * . To maximize the disk throughput implies minimizing the data transfer time of data blocks, i.e.
Plugging b X i described in Equation (10) into Equation (13), it follows
Here X is a constant for each video X. So the objective of Equation (13) can also be interpreted as
T( k ) also means the raw disk data transfer time (i.e. the time of transferring the entire storage ignoring seeking and rotational overheads) using the region bandwidths set up by k . In terms of the B-function defined by the region layout (Figure 1) , T refers to the summation of the slopes of the diagonal of each rectangular block associated with each region. Of course its lower bound, denoted by T * , occurs when all disk zones transfer data using their physical bandwidths, i.e.
We thus define the bandwidth utilization of k , denoted by
We now conclude that a region layout k for implementing region-based data placement is said to be sub-optimal given 100% storage utilization, if it maximizes U b . In the rest of paper, unless explicitly specified, 'optimal' is referred to as in such a specific 'sub-optimal' sense. Note that [26] considered a different objective which aims at maximizing the average bandwidth 0≤i<k b i · C i /C, where the term of C i /C is referred to as the probability of the disk head positioning in r i . Such a probabilistic model assumes that a larger region has a higher likelihood of being accessed. However, this assumption is valid only when data blocks are randomly placed and accessed, and is not totally applicable in the region-based data placement, where a disk head visits regions in a round-robin manner with the probability of staying in a region i equal to (C i /B i )/T.
PROPOSED REGION-LAYOUT SCHEMES
In this section we will first describe a scheme for finding a region layout, which maximizes U b . However, Equation (12) implies round length t i could be different from one region to another. This calls for a complicated timing control. This is expensive to implement, particularly in a time sensitive environment. To address this limitation we will further describe another scheme which constructs a region layout subject to a constant-round-length constraint. For differentiation, we will call the region layouts employing the constraint the fixed-π layouts and those not employing the constraint the free-π layouts, where π = B i /C i .
Free-π scheme
When k ≥ m, we can easily find a free-π k with U b = 100% (i.e. its B-function is identical to the upper bound) by assigning every disk zone to at least one region. Regions located in the same disk zone can arbitrarily split the storage capacity. Therefore, in the following discussion we will only focus on the nontrivial case of k < m. Let us first introduce the following definition and theorem, which states an important property of an optimal free-π layout that will enable us to reduce the search space of region layouts.
Definition 1. A region layout k is said to be bandwidthbounded (or B-bounded) if each region operates at the minimum bandwidth of those disk zones overlapping the region.
In terms of B-functions, this property implies every stage is pushed up to the upper bound. For instance the regional Bfunction in Figure 1 (drawn in the dashed line) is B-bounded. Proof. For statement (1), 'free-π ' means we have freedom to adjust bandwidth for each region. For maximizing U b , the bandwidth of a region should be chosen as the minimum bandwidth of those disk zones which that region overlaps. So the region layout is B-bounded. For statement (2), we prove it by contradiction. Suppose an optimal free-π k contains a region boundary, shared by r i and r i+1 , falling in the middle of disk zone z j . Possible B-functions can be divided into two categories, B i = B i+1 (Figure 2a) and B i > B i+1 (Figure 2b ). In the following we show that for each category region adjustment leading to better U b can always be achieved.
In the category of B i = B i+1 , we further identify two different cases, i ≥ j and i < j. When i ≥ j , since k < m, we can always find a region higher than r i , say r i , crossing over two disk zones, say z j and z j +1 . We combine r i and r i+1 into one and create a new region by splitting r i into two parts on the boundary between z j and z j +1 . The one overlapping z j is assigned with bandwidth of B * j . The other remains unchanged (i.e. B i ). B * j is always higher than B i . Therefore, we obtain a new region layout achieving higher U b . This is a contradiction. Likewise, when i < j, we can always find a region lower than r i crossing over two disk zones. We then repeat the same region merging/splitting process. The new region layout will also give better U b . This is a contradiction.
In the second category of B i > B i+1 , we move the region boundary to the right to coincide with the right disk boundary of z j , and no bandwidth adjustment is required. The new region layout exploits more bandwidth and thus results in better U b . Once again, this is a contradiction. Finally, we conclude that region boundaries must fall on disk-zone boundaries.
Theorem 1 suggests we should examine all possible combinations of disk zones and find the one maximizing U b . It then must be optimal. Normally the values of m and k will be small numbers (less than 20), so the search space is relatively small and requires only moderate computational efforts. The procedure, Free-π-Scheme, shown in Table 2 , describes such a searching process, which takes k as input and returns the optimal free-π region layout as free k . It contains k − 1 nested loops for enumerating all possible disk-zone combinations (lines 4-8). In the core of the loops (lines 9-13), the best k found so far is recorded in free k . The total number of iterations carried out by the loops is
For example, partitioning an IBM Deskstar 180 GXP with 27 disk zones into six regions will result in 65,780 possible combinations to try.
Fixed-π scheme
Under the constraint of π = B i /C i for all r i , we can no longer apply Theorem 1 to reduce the search space. In other words, the optimal fixed-π k may not be B-bounded, and the region boundaries could fall into places other than the disk-zone boundaries. How to find an optimal solution in a timesaving manner becomes unacceptably complex. Therefore, instead of finding the optimal solution, we hereby take a simpler heuristic approach. Before describing it, allow us to introduce the following theorem concerning the optimality.
Theorem 2. If a fixed-π k is B-bounded, then it must be an optimal fixed-π solution.
Proof. We prove it by contradiction. Suppose a B-bounded fixed-π k = {(B i , C i )|0 ≤ i < k}, with π = π 1 , is not optimal. There must exist another fixed-π k = {(B i , C i )|0 ≤ i < k} with π = π 2 and π 2 > π 1 . Also let B-function of k be denoted by B k (l) = b, where l refers to the disk head location and b the region bandwidth corresponding to l. We compare k and k from r k−1 to r 0 . For r k−1 , since k is B-bounded, Free-π-Scheme (k) 1
End
Since π 2 > π 1 , we have
For r k−2 , since k is B-bounded, the bandwidth bound beyond location C − C k−1 should be no more than B k (C − C k−1 ). This implies
Likewise, we can deduce the relation of C i > C i for the rest of the regions by applying a similar argument and finally conclude that
This is a contradiction! Therefore, any B-bounded fixed-π k must be the optimal fixed-π solution.
With Theorem 2 in mind, we take a heuristic of constructing B-bounded fixed-π k by picking k members from {B * i } to be the candidate bandwidth of k regions (allowing repetition). Maximizing U b means maximizing π . The maximum π can be obtained by plugging C i = B i /π into 0≤i<m C i = C and then solving π . With this knowledge of π , C i becomes known. We then make sure the obtained region layout is feasible (i.e. its B-function is bounded by the upper bound); otherwise, it is ignored. We try out all possible disk-zone bandwidth combinations to construct region layouts, and among those which are feasible, we select the one maximizing U b as our solution. The procedure, Fixed-π -Scheme, listed in Table 3 first calculates the maximum π value subject of a given bandwidth combination (line 11). This π is then used for calculating C i (lines 12 and 13). Next the region layout's feasibility is checked, and the feasible k which maximizes U b so far is kept in fixed k (lines 14 and 15). The number of iterations carried out by the loops equals the number of combinations with repetition of m objects taken k at a time, which is m+k−1 k [29] . Again, the computational effort is still small for typical m and k. Again, for partitioning an IBM Deskstar 180 GXP with 27 disk zones into six regions, we have to try 906,192 possible combinations.
Fixed-π -Scheme(k)
Note that Fixed-π-Scheme is only a heuristic scheme and does not guarantee 'optimal'. (However, according to Theorem 2, if fixed k is B-bounded, then it must be optimal.) Here, we give a counter example in Figure 3 . fixed 3 shown in Figure 3a is not B-bounded. A better solution than this one is shown in Figure 3b. 
DISK STRIPING EMPLOYING REGION-BASED DATA PLACEMENT
The disk striping is a common technique for scaling up the server performance by arranging data in an array of disks such that disks can perform data retrievals in parallel. In this section we would like to address some issues related to performing the disk striping when an array of multi-zone disks is in use.
Spiral synchronization scheme
First we will look at the disk bus congestion issue. Suppose d identical multi-zone disks, numbered from 0 to d − 1, are connected to a common disk bus. Each of them applies the same fixed k . Let t i = t, for all i. (Here we choose the fixed-π layout rather than free-π layout, because the uniform round length facilitates all disks to be synchronized on the round scale.) The disk bus may experience significant traffic fluctuation caused by the variable bandwidth of each disk. Such fluctuation may saturate the disk bus prematurely and thus hinder the system scalability. To solve this problem we therefore proposed a spiral synchronization scheme as follows.
The timeline is divided into a sequence of time slots with the same length equal to a round. Let r [i,j ] be the j 'th region in disk i. All disks participating in the striping operate synchronously according to a synchronization function S i (t), which indicates the region id scanned by disk i at time slot t, and 1 S Figure 4 shows the region id accessed by five disks (each of which contains six regions) with respect to time slots. For example, at time slot eight regions accessed by disk 0-4 are r [0, 2] , r [1, 1] , r [2, 0] , r [3, 5] and r [4, 4] respectively. As we can see, accesses to the same region in respective disks are shifted into different time slots in a spiral manner. So when the traffic load becomes heavy (all disks will be activated for retrieving data), the possibility that all disks simultaneously access r [ * ,j ] , where the same disk bandwidth B j is employed, will be avoided. In this manner a better smoothing effect on the bus-bandwidth utilization may be expected.
Parallel and interleaved data placements
Next we describe two possible modes of arranging data blocks for performing the disk striping, namely, parallel and interleaved modes. In the parallel mode regions visited by each disk head at the same time slot are treated as a logical storage entity. This is denoted as R l = {r [ , and distributed each to a disk. Figure 5 shows how x * 0 , x * 1 , . . . , x * 7 are distributed, given R 0 as the starting point (i.e. σ = 0). In this manner, retrieving a data block corresponds to performing d sub-block retrievals, one from each disk, in parallel. For balancing the storage utilization, the size of sub-block employed in r [ * ,i] , sb X i should be
As we can see, the data block size has been reduced to 1/d of the original data block size (Equation (10)). Unfortunately, the actual throughput gain is less than d times, because more small-sized data blocks incur more rotational and seeking overhead. As for the maximum turn-around delay T tr , it still equals one disk cycle t cycle = tk + st e2e .
In the interleaved mode, data blocks are stored in a regionmajor round-robin order. That is, given that x 0 is stored in r [γ,σ ] , data block x i will be stored in r [(α/k)%d,α%k] , where α = γ * k +σ +i. (The formula of the data block size remains unchanged.) For instance, Figure 6 shows the placement of x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x 32 , where r [0, 0] is the starting region. To generate a video stream we have to wait for the disk head of disk γ , with sufficient available disk bandwidth, to visit r [γ,σ ] . Afterwards, data blocks will be retrieved from regions according to the region-major round-robin order (one in every following time slot) till the end of video. Suppose streams retrieving data blocks from the same region at the same time slot are treated as a batch. Then at most d batches exist, and they are interleaved and rotated among d disks in every disk cycle. Each batch can accommodate streams up to the number that can be handled by a single disk, so the throughput gain is exactly d times.
However, a higher price needs to be paid for a longer maximum turn-around delay. The worst case will occur when there is only one batch with available bandwidth to accommodate a new stream, and this batch has just passed the region storing the initial data block of that stream and thus has to take another d number of disk cycles to roll back. As a result, the maximum
With regard to which mode of data placement should be used, that depends on the performance requirement of the application. For initial-delay-sensitive applications, the disk striping employing the parallel mode (with a short maximum T tr ) is preferable. Otherwise, the interleaved mode is a good choice for gaining high aggregate throughput.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND SERVER CONFIGURATION STRATEGIES
Resource utilization
We begin with the evaluation of resource utilization subject to k by comparing our free-π( free k ) and fixed-π( fixed k ) schemes with two other fixed-π-based schemes, namely disk-zone and equal-track schemes.
Disk-zone scheme:
This scheme takes the disk zones as the default regions and enforces a fixed π in each region to serve as a baseline. Two alternatives are investigated. One is to exploit the maximum bandwidth in each disk zone (region) subject to the physical storage capacity of disk zones (as we did in our schemes). The other is to exploit the maximum storage capacity in each disk zone subject to the physical bandwidth of disk zones.
Equal-track scheme [27] : This scheme partitions a disk into a number of regions containing the same number of tracks, of which each data block takes up the same number of tracks. This causes a uniform data block transmission time (i.e. a fixed π). However, in any given region the track size has to be set to the minimum track size for that region. This may cause wasted storage and bandwidth.
We tested four disk models with different sizes, namely, a 4.4 GB IBM DCAS 3433, a 9 GB SegateDNES 3091, a 60 GB IBM Deskstar 60GXP and a 180 GB IBM Deskstar. Their detail specifications are listed in Table 4 . And their B-functions are drawn in Figure 7 . As can be seen, the phenomenon of significant disk-bandwidth variation and irregular distribution of storage capacity among disk zones exists in all disk models. We are interested in the bandwidth utilization U b defined in Equation (17) 2 and the storage utilization U c , defined as 0≤i<k C i /C. We also define U Res = U b × U c as the overall resource utilization. Table 5 shows U b , U c and U Res of the four schemes subject to k = 1-6 for four disk models respectively. For the disk-zone scheme, both alternatives show fairly poor U Res in all disk models as compared with the other three schemes. This is because the disk zones, defined by manufacturers and usually showing a wide range of π , are ill-suited to be directly utilized as fixed-π regions to achieve high U b and U c at the same time.
Contrary to this, the other three schemes ( free k , fixed k and equal-track) which customize their region layouts, are able to achieve superior resource utilization. In general, in all disk models U Res increases with k. The free k scheme can independently exploit bandwidth and storage, so it achieves the best U Res among the three. Also, dividing a disk into a small number of regions (3 or 4) is good enough to achieve satisfactory U Res (>90%). Beyond six regions, however, the improvement is very limited, so we omit those cases here. The fixed k scheme enforces a fixed ratio between bandwidth and storage, so its performance is slightly worse than that of the free k scheme. Even in this case the difference is very limited (within 6%). We also found that fixed k 's derived here all happen to be B-bounded (optimal). The equaltrack scheme wastes some storage, so its U Res is worse than that of the fixed k scheme by around 5-20%. Regardless of differences on B-functions, the free k and fixed k schemes are able to achieve a rather stable performance in different disk models. Also, the 100%-storage-utilization constraint assumed in our work shows limited impact on the bandwidth utilization. The fixed k scheme has a performance quite close to that of the free k scheme, but it requires only a simple fixedround-length timing control and is suitable for performing the disk striping. Therefore it seems to be the most cost-effective choice. In the rest of our discussion we will primarily focus on the fixed k scheme. Note that our scheme is only sensitive to the bias in disk-zone bandwidth, not to that of disk-zone storage. The existence of extraordinarily low-bandwidth disk zones may potentially downgrade the bandwidth utilization. Fortunately, however, we did not observe this kind of poor disk-zone bandwidth in most of the contemporary disks.
System throughput and configuration reference guidelines
A customized region layout helps improvement on resource utilization, but it is not the only factor affecting the system throughput. Other related factors are the number of regions, the data block size, round length, the number of disks and the disk striping. Therefore, our purpose here is to study how these design factors interact with the system throughput so that we can derive some reference guidelines which can then be used for configuring a video server satisfying the specific performance requirements described in the next section.
Data block size, round length and region number
First we will focus on the performance of a single disk. We take an IBM Deskstar 60GXP disk drive with size of 60 GB and speed of 7200 r.p.m. as an example. We measure the maximum system throughput N as the maximum number of video streams admitted by the server given that they have the same data rate cbr. N can be derived from Equation (7) as
,
We set the seek time parameters θ 1 and θ 2 as 7.2 and 6×10 −5 respectively and cbr as 1.5 Mbps. Table 6 lists B i and C i associated with fixed k 's subject to k = 1-7. Figure 8 shows N as a function of t associated with fixed k 's subject to k = 1-7. In all cases, N increases with t, because the disk efficiency increases with t. The improvement becomes marginal when t is more than 5 s. We also know that the data block size and the disk cycle length increase with t, so it is preferable to keep t small in order to reduce the buffer requirement and turn-around delay. However, from the curves we can see that t should be no smaller than 2 s to gain reasonable disk efficiency (throughput). Bringing these two concerns together, we come up with a reference guideline for t: t should fall between 2 and 5 s.
Another observation concerning k is that when k increases, the position of the corresponding curve rises. This is because a disk drive partitioned into more regions can improve U b to support more streams. However, increasing k forces us either to shorten the round length (it gives a smaller data block size and lower disk efficiency) or to enlarge the disk cycle (it gives a longer turn-around delay). From this point of view, it is preferable to keep k small. We observe that when k is larger than 6, the improvement of N becomes marginal.
(This agrees with the previous observation made on U Res .) Also, k should at least equal 2 to be able to take advantage of the high U b exploited by the fixed k scheme. As a result, we come up with a reference guideline for k: k should be either 2 or 3. Among those configurations conforming to the reference guidelines, the one with t = 5 and k = 6 is able to deliver the maximum throughput.
Disk bus congestion
We next turn our attention to the disk bus congestion problem in the disk striping and evaluate the performance of the spiral synchronization scheme. Instead of modeling the disk bus contention in a mathematical form, we implement a prototype PC-based video server and carry out a series of experiments on it. The experimental video server architecture is shown in Figure 9 . There are two AHA-2940 Ultra Wide SCSIbuses, which can operate at either 20 or 40 MBps. One bus is dedicated to five Seagate 32155W disk drives for storing videos. The other is attached by an HP C3323A disk drive for doing other O.S. related tasks. In this way we can separate the video traffic from other traffic in the disk bus and minimize interference to the video retrieval task. The operation system is Microsoft Windows 2000 and controls the disk access through Advanced SCSI Programming Interface for Win32 [30] .
Each disk is laid out using fixed
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. The round length t is set to 2 s. The interleaved data placement is used for striping 1.5-Mbps videos across five Seagate 32155W disk drives. We tested the systems both with and without applying the spiral synchronization under 20 MBps and 40 Mbps disk-bus speeds. Figure 10 shows the measured N as a function of d subject to various synchronization-scheme/busbandwidth combinations. For a single disk, the major system bottleneck occurs at each disk's I/O, not at the bus contention, so N = 18 is the same for all cases. As the system grows into a multiple-disk platform, N starts to grow. In the non-spiral case (i.e. r [ * ,i] are accessed at the same time slot), N grows linearly up to d = 2 for 20 MBps or 3 for 40 MBps. Beyond those points, the disk bus starts to get congested, causing N to become sub-linear. In the spiral case, these two turning points are postponed to 3 and 4 respectively. This confirms that the spiral synchronization can improve the system scalability by alleviating the disk bus congestion through smoothing the aggregate traffic.
Video server configuration strategy
In practice, different applications may have different performance requirements, in the aspects of disk-resident data volume, tolerable start-up delay and expected throughput. For example, a video-on-demand server is more concerned with high hit ratio and throughput, but will tolerate a long (several minutes) startup delay. Therefore, we should bind more disks together to perform the disk striping for pursing higher throughput and storage volume. If a news-ondemand server is considered, the quick response (short startup delay) becomes critical. We then should focus on reducing the disk cycle by limiting the number of disks, region number and round length. Therefore, our purpose here is to propose an efficient heuristic strategy for configuring a video server, one which satisfies the specific performance requirements of storage capacity, throughput and initial delay (tolerable turnaround delay), and hopefully uses the least number of disks by maximizing their throughput. We found it requires the following two steps:
Step 1: Development of reference guidelines: As in the previous section, we employ the fixed k scheme to layout a disk of a given type subject to various k's. After this we analyze the system throughput function with respect to k and t (as shown in Figure 8 ) to obtain the reference guidelines for k and t. 3 Step 2: Guideline-based construction: We fine-tune d, t and k subject to the performance requirements according to the reference guidelines. If multiple disks are required (d > 1), they will be bound together using the spiral synchronization scheme.
The fine-tuning process of d, t and k is elaborated in the procedure Configuration-Strategy (Table 7) . Suppose the application's requirements are specified in terms of storage capacity C , throughput N and tolerable turn-around delay T tr . 4 Initially, we figure out the minimum number of disks d that should be used for satisfying C (line 1). Next, we take k and t as the maximum value suggested by the reference guidelines, denoted by k max and t max respectively (lines 3 and 4). Then, if T tr > T tr , we shrink T tr to T tr by progressively decreasing k and t (lines [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . (Here T tr equals d × (k × t + st e2e ) for the interleaved mode or k × t + st e2e for the parallel mode.) t is decreased in a finer scale t (<1 s). One countdown on k corresponds to 1/ t countdowns on t.
Once T tr ≤ T tr , the check on N will be made next. Let N(k, t) be a single-disk-system throughput function, as depicted in Figure 8 . We assume the server throughput of 
If it is sufficient to meet the requirement of N , then the current d, k and t, leading to a feasible configuration, will be returned (lines 7 and 8). Otherwise, one more disk is added in by increasing d with one (line 11) and then the entire process is repeated again (line 12). During this process, if t (or k) is smaller than the minimum value suggested by the guideline, denoted by t min (or k min ) the process will suffer from 'too tight turnaround delay' and terminate (line 20). Or, if d is too large to be smoothly handled by the disk bus, denoted by d max , the process will suffer from 'too high storage capacity' (line 2) or 'too high throughput' (line 10). These will also cause it to terminate.
Configuration-Strategy confines the search space of configuration within the area defined by the reference guidelines and thus helps us to efficiently find a configuration satisfying the performance requirements. Also the search algorithm, starting from the configuration d = C /C , t = t max and k = k max , will attempt to find a feasible configuration that uses the least number of disks to satisfy the storage and throughput requirements.
Note that it is possible to gain higher throughput by abandoning slow disk zones. However, that is a strategy which we have purposely avoided here in order to make the region-layout problem as tractable as possible. As a result, our strategy might require a few more disks when the application is throughput-bounded than it would at the most optimal settings potentially possible. Nevertheless, we believe the impact of such an error on the overall resource utilization is very limited. This is because according to our analysis in Section 5.1, more than 90% of bandwidth utilization can be exploited subject to 100%-storage utilization, when k is chosen using the reference guideline we have described. This means that if Configuration-Strategy suggests that we increase the disk number due to a small shortage of throughput, then the current disk-bandwidth usage is indeed approaching its limit and therefore adding disks is necessary for providing room for expansion.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This paper investigated the issue of laying out multi-zone disks into regions for implementing region-based data placement for video retrieval. Theories concerning the optimality of region layouts in the aspect of resource utilization were developed. Based on them, two efficient region-layout algorithms have been proposed, namely, the free-π scheme and fixed-π scheme. The former can achieve better resource utilization than the latter, but the latter calls for a simpler timing control than the former. Extension of the fixed-π scheme to perform disk striping in a disk array platform was also investigated. A spiral synchronization scheme was proposed to alleviate the disk bus congestion problem, and hence improve system scalability. The analytical results revealed that the proposed schemes could effectively customize region layout to achieve 85-99% resource utilization. By taking the region layout together with other design factors, such as data block size and round length, into account we have developed some reference guidelines for configuring video servers which we believe can achieve a cost-effective balance among these factors. Based on these reference guidelines, we have proposed an efficient configuration strategy for building a cost-effective server subject to specific performance requirements of applications, specifically storage capacity, throughput and initial delay.
In general our scheme should be particularly attractive in regard to practical implementation for the following reasons: (1) it calls for the computation on the region layout only once at the disk setup time and then applies a regular pattern (i.e. round-robin) for placing any video based on that region layout. This saves significant computational effort and simplifies the location bookkeeping task. (2) The scheme is generally applicable. Based on a general goal of minimizing the data transfer time of any video (Equation (13)), we derived an objective of minimizing C i /B i (Equation (15)). Note that this objective is only related to the region layout and is applicable to any video set. (3) Experimental evidence shows that our region layout scheme can effectively leverage the system throughput. (4) Finally, region-based data placement provides more certain seek-time estimation, so it is ideal for implementing a deterministic video streaming service.
Another important resource, buffer, was not fully covered in this work. A side effect of the variability of the data block size is that it causes traffic jitter in a stream and increases the smoothing delay T s as will as the associated buffer requirement. Also the buffer requirement has to do with the network transmission policy, which is outside the scope of this paper. A detailed treatment on this issue can be found in [28] . However, with increasing size and decreasing price of RAM we believe the buffer requirement will be less serious a problem than the disk and disk bus throughput. To illustrate this, let us suppose each video requires a buffer space for buffering a 10 s 1.5 Mbps video clip, which takes up around 1.9 MB storage space. To support 100 video streams, the system will require about 188 MB buffer space in total, which can be easily afforded by common systems.
The results presented in this paper were based on the assumption that all videos are disk-resident. However, in the Video-On-Demand applications, the entire video collection is usually too large and too expensive to be stored on disks. Therefore a video server usually requires a hierarchical architecture, where the entire video collection is archived in a tertiary device and only a subset of it is cached in disks for on-line access. The run-time performance is then related not only to the disk server but also to the tertiary device and the video caching policy. Discussion related to this topic can be found in [31] and [32] . Finally, how to accommodate heterogeneous multi-zone disks is another important research direction for improving the system extensibility. Discussion on this topic can be found in [32] and [33] .
